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ABSTRACT 
The present volume on relevance theory contains interesting insights on both inherent 
aspects of the theory and possible applications to varied pragmatic interests (apparently) 
as distant as grammar or politeness. The following bibliography is an attempt to provide 
the reader with as many references on relevance theory as possible, and to carry out this 
attempt according to several relevance-theoretical headings grouping different objects of 
pragmatic research. 
List of headings: (1) Pre-1986 research on relevance. (2) General comments, reviews, 
criticism. (3) Cognition, modularity. (4) Inference, effects/effort, context, mutual 
knowledge. (5) Semantics; conceptual vs. procedural meaning. (6) Explicit/implicit 
continuum; literalness; loóse talk. (7) Grammar. (7.1) General. (7.2) Connectives. (7.3) 
Tense and aspect. (7.4) Mood. (7.5) Negation. (7.6) Auxiliarles (including modals); 
modality. (7.7) The nounphrase. (7.8) Adverbs and adverbials. (7.9) Other. (8) Literature, 
textual analysis, stylistics. (9) Figurative language (metaphor, metonymy, etc.). (10) Irony. 
(11) Humour. (12) Media discourse. (13) Music. (14) Translation. (15) Intonation, 
phonetics, phonology. (16) Politeness, face work. (17) Pliilosophy, rhetoric. (18) Speech 
acts, conversation, interactive particles. (19) Anthropology, ethnography, cross-cultural 
cornmunication. (20) Developmental pragmatics. (21) Communication disorders and 
limitations. 
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